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Lesson #T11 Moral Values I —Introduction         Time: 50 minutes 
 
 
 
 

Subject    Moral Values and Insidious Behaviors       
Quote: “Not everything that glitters is GOLD.” – Kerrick James 

 

Lesson Plan   Reflect on moral values – to – Recognize insidious behavior – to – Develop Character skills 
(strategies for making choices that align with values) 

 

Goals     1. Reflect on values and how they do or do not influence life choices. 
      2. Recognize and understand impact of insidious behavior.  
      3. Develop strategies for withstanding the temptation of the “insidious” and living out one’s values. 
 
 

Overview 
This lesson explores Character, decision-making grounded in clear values of right from wrong.  Students learn the skill to recognize 
and acknowledge their personal values and insidious situations and behavior that conflict with those values.  Understanding the 
“insidious”, or “something that looks good but is actually bad”, gives young people a new lens for making good choices in tough 
environments. 

 
Lesson Objectives for Teachers & Students 
By participating in this lesson, young people will: 
• Consider the thriving indicators of Character. 
• Identify insidious situations and people’s behavior that conflict with moral values and block goals. 
• Develop skills for avoiding insidious behaviors and situations.  

FOR GROUPS
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By participating in this lesson, the adult facilitators will: 
• Understand the insidious behavior and situations that students face. 
• Understand how to speak to insidious situations without “closing down” the young people. 
• Empower youth with the knowledge and tools to avoid insidious behavior and live out their values. 
 
 

Anchor Vocabulary 
Character – involves decision making grounded in a clear sense of right and wrong; acting selflessly for the good of an individual or 
others; being honest, acting out of “moral emotions” rather than snap judgments or inflammatory emotions; respecting laws and 
authority; and consistently aligning your actions and values. People of strong moral character do the right thing even when it is not 
easy. 
 
Insidious - (adjective) At superficial level seems good, but is treacherous.  Has harmful effects.  
“Messy”— Slang for someone who messes with another person’s image on facebook?  

 
Materials 

• Journals/paper, writing implements, white board, white board markers, bottle of vanilla & mini paper cups. Three signs with 
“important”, “not important”, and “sometimes/kind of important” & tape to hang the signs.  

• Values Line-up Exercise Sheet 
• Video Clips DVD—two clips:  Clip called Facebook Girls.  Traffic Accident clip.  
• Combat Unwanted Photos on Facebook Handout 
• 1
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Lesson Outline What is teacher doing? What are students doing? 

Settle-in 
 (5 min) 

Quote sets the 
context for the 
lesson. 

Quote written on board. Teacher greets students as they 
arrive, encouraging a sense of belonging. After journal 
reflection, tell students you will come back to the quote 
later.  
 
For today’s lesson, show definition of Character on white 
board and frame character as an indicator of thriving and 
skill of leadership. (Have students reference definition in 
Thriving Indicators Wheel.)  
 
Explain that today “you’ll think about what matters to you 
in terms of values and learn skills to align your values and 
actions.” 

Students start Learning Log 
reflection on today’s quote: 
“Not everything that glitters is 
GOLD.” – Kerrick James 

Tapping Prior 
Knowledge  
(14 min) 

Understand why 
rules exist and 
how they relate to 
values.  

Have students watch Youtube clip of a traffic accident to 
promote reflection on why we have rules. (See Video Clips 
DVD.) 
 
Break students into small groups. Ask them to identify a 
rule they learned in each of the following places, and who 
taught them these 3 rules: 
• Kindergarten 
• Home 
• Community 
Examples include: wear a seatbelt/helmet, respect your 
elders, don’t cheat or steal, obey curfew, be on time, etc.  
 
• Point out that there are different authorities and 

different rules in society.  Some authorities and rules 
overlap and some do not. (E.g., No hitting/fighting is 
typically a rule in all three places, though it’s learned 
from different people.  In some families, it’s okay to 

 
 
Participate in class reflection 
and discussion. 
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arrive late, whereas it’s unacceptable to be late to class 
or work.) 

 
What would happen if rules did not exist? 
Ask students to think about how the following situations 
would be impacted without rules: 
• Sports: No rules for a basketball game... 
• Restaurant: A McDonald’s without lines... 
• Classroom: Students can sit anywhere and speak any 

time (without raising their hands)... 
• Health: No rules about who receives Swine Flu vaccine 

firstHome: No assigned chores or responsibilities... 
 
Ask students: “Why do we have rules?  What do rules 
provide? Are rules good, bad or both? Share examples and 
defend your position.” Capture student responses on the 
white board. 
 
Review the definition of the thriving indicator “Character”. 
How does one’s Character, or moral compass, relate to 
decision-making when it comes to rules (making and/or 
following rules)? 

Instruction 
 (10 min) 
 

Recognizing 
insidious 
situations & 
people 

Remind students of today’s quote. Share out examples of 
what this means to them.   
 
• Show Traffic Accident clip. Discuss why there are rules 

and how things can seem innocent enough when 
disobeying rules, yet have severe consequences.  

• Show 90-sec Clip: Facebook Girls.  What is insidious 
there?  Brainstorm other scenarios where people/actions 
that look good or in alignment with their values, end up 
being treacherous. Examples: copying homework, 
fearships, drugs, gangs, etc. 

 
 
 
Students participate in class 
discussion. 
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Get Real  
(16 min) 
 
 
 

Practice skills for 
resisting insidious 
situations & 
behaviors and 
living out values 

Activity: Develop leadership roles in two “insidious” 
scenarios. 
In advance of this activity, ask four students to be group 
facilitators. Have them review the exercise ahead of time so 
they are prepared to lead. 
 
Teacher explains that the class will divide into 4 groups for 
this next activity.  Groups will discuss leadership roles in 
the Facebook Girls, the Traffic accident or a scenario of 
their choosing.  
•  (7 min) Group Solutions:  Break students into four 

groups—two groups per scenario. Allow groups eight 
minutes to plan how they would handle these insidious 
scenarios as a leader. This includes identifying the 
insidious situation or behavior, discussing (conflicting)  

• value(s), and then planning how a leader could address 
them.  

• (5 min) When done, pair the two groups doing opposite 
scenarios and have them share out the solutions for the 
other group, then switch. 

 

 
 
 
 
Students role play “insidious” 
situations. 
 
 
 
 
Participate in class discussion. 
 

Wrap-Up 
(5 min) 
 

 Regroup as a class and wrap with key learnings. Ask 
students: 
• “How can your values influence your behavior?” 

• “Thinking about our definition of character, what does 
today’s quote mean to you?” 

 

 

Homework: Options 
Have students make a list of insidious situations or people that they see (in the next 24 hours). Have them list one strategy to prevent 
or respond to each situation, in order for their actions to align with their values. 


